Many e-book applications have been available on the mobile devices in the recent decade. People read the electronic contents on their mobile devices. Meanwhile, a variety of mobile device platforms have emerged in the market. To make the ebook content compatible on different mobile device platforms, the layout or e-book application design needs to be adjusted based on the display resolution. However, different resolution settings are available in the mobile devices. For example, Android can runs on a variety of devices that offer different screen sizes. Android also can support different resolutions from 320*240 to 1280*720. Hence, the resolution becomes a critical problem for e-book content provider. Besides, image scaling is another problem for e-book applications. If the e-book application load bitmap images as its contents, the bitmap contents may be distorted when user scales up the size of contents or images. Therefore, the different resolutions and image scaling are two important issues in the design of e-book application. Vector graphic library can solve the above problems. However, vector graphic has bad performance in mobile devices and just few e-book contents are available in vector graphic format. Hence, file format conversion is another high-cost task in e-book with vector graphic. This paper proposes a cloud system integrating an e-book reader with vector graphic technology, called CloudVG. CloudVG optimizes the vector graphic library through a Renderscript method and offloads the conversion of bitmap to vector format on cloud platform. The experiment results show CloudVG can achieve 250% performance improvement over the original library and the procedure of file format conversion can achieve a near-linear speedup on cloud computing platforms.
Introduction
Smart mobile devices become the center of our daily lives. Hence, many system manufacturers produce a variety of mobile devices in the market. In the IDC report, Android system occupies a considerable market share of smart handheld device. Android is a Linux-based operating system and is maintained as an open source project by Google. Many programmers and manufacturers have joined the system development due to open source. Hence, there are many applications and hardware devices which are developed based on the Android operating system.
Today's advanced mobile devices are well integrated with the Internet and have far more functionality than mobile phones of the past. Some peoples use handheld devices to be personal multimedia device for playing music and movie through Internet. Some other people read books on mobile device. Hence, many software developers design applications of multimedia player and E-Book reader.
E-book application has been widely studied by research group and industry manufacture in recent years. However, so far, the e-book applications are not widely used in the mobile device because e-book applications have following weakness for mobile devices.
Image distortion: The contents and image of e-books may be distorted when user scales up the size of contents or images. Because the image's format of e-book is the bitmap type. Performance efficiency: E-Book applications spend a lot of time to process path calculation and drawing when EBook application is developed based on vector graphic library. Vector graphic library has a major strength for E-Book application. Vector graphic library avoid image distortion when user scales up the size of contents or images on E-Book application.
Resource limitation: Users usually have many e-book contents and electronic comic books in their mobile devices. It is very inconvenient for user to manage their e-book content in small storage device. It occupies a large part of storage space in their device. Besides of storage limitation, processing image transformation is also a heavy load work on mobile device. Due to battery life, mobile devices try not to do a task with long processing time. Therefore, cloud platform help E-Book applications to solve the resource limitation problem.
In this paper, we develop CloudVG to solve the above problems. CloudVG integrates the e-book software with vector graphic technology to cloud platforms. Cloud platform can help e-book software to offload the procedure of file format conversion and it also provides large storage resource for mobile device to store the e-book contents. The performance of CloudVG for displaying contents is also optimized by GPGPU in mobile devices through Rederscript function.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the related works which include E-Book applications, vector graphic library, Android Renderscript and cloud image file conversion processing. Section 3 presents our system architecture in the cloud service. In Section 4, we present our system execution results and benchmarks. The brief conclusion is presented in Section 5.
Related work
E-book application has been widely studied by industries and academia. Some previous studies probe E-Book's applications [1, 2] , security [3, 4] , platform and standardization [5] . According to [5] , we know that there are many different e-book file formats and each file format is not compatible with another e-book file format. Therefore, file format compatibility is an important issue for e-book application. Vector drawings can enlarge to any size without any loss in quality. Then, vector graphic is a free file format and it is also readable on both handheld devices and computers. So that, we can convert e-book file to xml descriptor of vector graphic. There are many libraries to support vector graphic reader in embedded platform [6] [7] . We integrate OpenVG [6] library with Android system and we also optimize it on our embedded platform.
Overview of OpenVG OpenVG is a standard vector graphic API, which is developed by Khronos Group, Inc, for hardware-accelerated 2D vector graphics. .OpenVG primary is implemented on smart phone, handheld devices and consumer electronic devices and it is composed of three basic components: path, paint and image. All images to be drawn are defined by single or multi paths grouping a sequence of commands. OpenVG provide a method to offload computationally intensive graphics processing from the CPU onto a GPU to save energy. However, the offloading solution needs to be implemented by hardware manufacturers. We propose a solution to increase the performance of OpenVG through Renderscript. Our solution can be designed for different OpenVG applications.
Renderscript
CloudVG use embedded GPGPU to increase the performance of application. The embedded GPGPU is based on ARM Mali architecture. The Mali series of graphics processing units (GPUs) are semiconductor intellectual property cores produced by ARM Holdings. Mali-T604 supports Android Renderscript library. Renderscript [11] is a low-level API for intensive computation using heterogeneous computing. It allows developers to maximize the performance of their applications at the cost of writing a greater amount of more complex code. Some researches use it to optimize 3D graphics library [12] and multimedia development [13] . In CloudVG, Renderscript is used to optimize the performance of vector graphic library in Android system.
File conversion
In [8], they proposed some algorithms for converting file to vector graph format. They only deploy client server architecture to execute their algorithm. However, converting file format produce a huge workload when user need to transfer large amount of files. Our solution is a parallel implementation of the Autotrace that uses multi-VM and it achieves near-linear speedup on cloud computing platform. Figure 2 shows CloudVG architecture. CloudVG is composed of three components: vector graphic library, cloud platform and cloud storage. The vector graphic library focuses on drawing the contents with vector graphic file format. The object of cloud platform is to process conversion of bitmap to vector graphic and the cloud storage stores user data after file format conversion. 
System architecture

A. Vector graphic library in mobile devices
We modify the vector graphic library based on ShivaVG and port it on Android system. ShivaVG is a vector graphic library that follows OpenVG standard for library implementation. OpenVG separates the procedures of drawing vector graphic to seven steps. We use two-level optimized solution to increase the performance of vector graphic library. First-level is algorithm optimization and we optimize the vector graphic library in step four of OpenVG flow on Android system. We use GPGPU to optimize the vector graphic library through Renderscript API in second-level. The step four of OpenVG is the rasterization. Rasterisation is the task of taking an image described in a vector graphics format and converting it into a raster image (pixels or dots) for output. Triangulation is the main process in rasterization step. The time complexity is O(n 3 ) in original algorithm. We replace original triangulation algorithm with monotone triangulation and polygon partitioning. In the result, the time complexity of triangulation reduce from O(n 3 ) to O(n*log n). The optimization flow is shown in Figure 3 . There are some problems in monotone triangulation. If the picture is not a monotone graphic, monotone triangulation will get error in execution. So, we deploy polygon partitioning before monotone triangulation. Polygon partitioning separates any graph shape into monotone graph. OpenVG has three computing-intensive components: path parsing, path creating and transformation. So, we use Renderscript to rewrite the procedures of three components Renderscript provides some computational API to offload the computing function to GPU unit. g. . Flow of Android to Renderscript Figure 7 shows the flow to call Renderscript function. We use Android NDK to trigger Renderscript object and then pass the computational data to GPU memory through Renderscript object. After computing in Renderscript engine, CloudVG can receive the computed result from Renderscript object. In this sub-section, we describe the optimization of CloudVG in mobile devices. The rest of this section shows optimization in cloud platform.
1) OpenVG algorithm optimization
B. CloudVG optimization in cloud platform
This research work converts a variety of image format to vector graphic descriptor in order to support more and more file format. However, file transformation procedure is a heavy workload process in embedded platform. For that reason, our solution takes advantage of cloud computing in order to enhance our computing power.
We deploy the Autotrace [5] code in cloud. Autotrace is software of file transformation. And we build up a domination machine to dispatch converting task to back end cloud platform. We parallelize the file format conversion task in group of images method. Our solution splits all images which are in e-book file to different group and the system assigns these group tasks to different computing virtual machine in cloud. We present our cloud solution in figure 8. The parallel algorithm is shown in Table 1 .1) OpenVG algorithm optimization 
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Users manage their contents through our web interface. Users can do some operation on management website, such as: uploading contents, downloading their contents and sharing their contents with copyright. We also put all contents which are uploaded by same user in single cloud storage. The placement method can increase data locality.
Experimental result
In this section, we present the result of experiments to scrutinize the correctness of CloudVG system. Futhermore, we use experiments to compare the effectiveness of CloudVG system with existing ones, in terms of time complexity and display latency.
A. Experimental environment
The experimental environment is described as follows: smart phone, pad and embedded development platform (PAC Duo platform), and ten Hinet Hicloud platforms. Figure 9 shows our experimental environment in cloud. 
B. Vector graphic demonstration
In this sub-section, we use a mobile device to access the vector graphic file in cloud storage. Figure 10 shows the E-book with vector graphic library on PAC Duo platform and a smart TV. 
C. Analysis result of CloudVG in mobile device
We ran CloudVG on Google Nexus 10. Google Nexus 10 equipped a Mali-T604 which supports the Renderscript programing in Android system. Figure 11 shows the performance speedup by optimization algorithm and GPU offloading mechanism. We can see that optimization algorithm increase the performance 250% in phase III of OpenVG comparing to ShivaVG. 
D. Analysis result of CloudVG in cloud platform
Figure 8 presents our performance speedup. CloudVG uses multiple virtual machines to convert the bitmap to vector graphic format and achieves near-linear speedup on cloud computing platforms. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present an E-Book software with vector graphic technology on Cloud Platform, called CloudVG, which consider three factors affecting the user experience of image distortion, performance and resource limitation. The basic development tool of CloudVG is the vector graphic library and we optimize the vector graphic library by replacing original triangulation algorithm with monotone triangulation and polygon partitioning. We also integrate Renderscript programming model into CloudVG. In addition, CloudVG also achieves a near-linear speedup by parallelizing the process of file transformation on the cloud platform.
